IQMS
On Your Mobile Devices
Mobile App Manager & Associated Apps
State-Of-The-Art Mobile Apps for ERP & MES on the Go

Maintain shop floor control from anywhere with real-time information

In today’s competitive manufacturing environment, more and more businesses are realizing the value of mobility in the workplace. Offering the ability to make proactive, informed decisions on the go while maintaining the pulse of your shop floor from anywhere, mobile apps are the way of the future.

IQMS’ mobile applications are designed to solve the challenges that keep manufacturers tied to their desks. From apps that specialize in quality, such as document control and SPC, to apps that deliver detailed information about production at your work centers, IQMS is helping manufacturers perform their daily responsibilities and increase overall shop floor control from anywhere.

IQMS also understands that your mobile needs are varied depending on employee roles and functions. Rather than having to purchase a special license for your smart phone and then a different special license for your tablet, IQMS’ mobile app licenses are interchangeable. Through IQMS’ Mobile App Manager, track, assign and organize your app licenses for any IQMS supported device, then freely reorganize them when different needs arise.

For mobile flexibility and functionality, invest in mobility apps from IQMS.

Benefits
• Make decisions more quickly while on the go with access to all your business information in real time
• Expedite the approval process or initiate a new approval request with workflow tools
• Increase responsiveness to both customers and vendors
• Gain greater operational efficiency with instant access to work center productivity
• Flexibly interchange apps between devices to optimize their use
IQMS MOBILE APPLICATIONS

Current Apps Available from IQMS*

- **Carton Builder App**: Interface with a weight scale to approximate total parts by weight.
- **Customer Central**: View activities linked to a specific customer from this central location.
- **Customer Relationship Management (CRM)**: Capture, manage and track all client and vendor interactions.
- **Documents/Assemblydata Documents App**: View external, read-only documents associated to your work order.
- **Downtime App**: Edit and enter downtime intervals specific to your work center.
- **Final Assembly App**: Report finished goods, mark work orders as complete and prepare labels in assembly line production.
- **Floor Disposition App**: Disposition materials associated with your work center or station.
- **In-Line Vehicle Sequencing**: Calculate the sequence in which items are to be packaged.
- **Inventory Transactions and Locations App**: View location information for items and perform inventory transactions.
- **Line Clearance App**: An assembly procedure that allows supervisors to clear the assembly line for processes.
- **Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul (MRO)**: Create new work orders or view existing orders for any piece of MRO equipment.
- **Opportunity Central App**: Manage contact information, track progress and view action items assigned to an opportunity.
- **Pending Approvals App**: Initiate a new quality workflow and view/sign off on pending approvals.
- **Print Labels App**: Print sales order, RealTime™ or inventory labels immediately as individual items are being produced.
- **RealTime™ Monitor App**: An overall view of your work centers’ performance.

Available for Android tablet and RTStation devices only.

Available on Android tablet, RTStation and Android phone devices.

Available on Android tablet, RTStation, Android phone and iOS devices.
Current Apps Available from IQMS*

- **RealTime™ Process Monitoring App**: Capture, view and analyze process parameters of a part in real time.
- **RealTime™ Scan to Inventory App**: Scan in good parts and assign to inventory locations, then disposition used materials.
- **RealTime™ Work Center App**: View individual work center production information. From one central screen, update lot numbers, change cavitation, enter rejects and downtime and start setup for the next job.
- **Rejects App**: Enter in quantity of rejected parts as well as associated reject codes for your shifts.
- **Sales Quotes**: Create, view, and edit Sales Quotes.
- **Scan ID App**: Print box labels based on item BOM standards.
- **Scan ID Repack**: Scan an existing case label to adjust the verification labels associated with the case.
- **Serial Number Tracking App**: Quickly view label information for specific serial numbers and reprint or void labels if necessary.
- **Signature Capture App**: Electronically capture signatures of your shipping company’s drivers.
- **Statistical Process Control (SPC) Quick Inspection App**: Perform on-the-fly quality inspections and enter details directly into the SPC app for quick analysis from anywhere.
- **Time & Attendance Clock App**: This app functions both as a task clock to log in and out of jobs at a single work center, or as a time clock for the entire shop floor.
- **Warehouse Management System (WMS) App**: Through the Web, take advantage of all IQMS’ warehouse management features.
- **Work Order Materials and Components**: View Work Center, manufacturing number, item information and material requirements for the work order in the first position on a work center.

*Not all apps available for all devices. Please contact IQMS Sales for version compatibility and more detailed app information.

**Requires a corresponding IQMS license or module.
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